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Thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura is a microangiopathic hemolytic amenia characterized by fever, 
neurological dysfunction, renal dysfunction, thrombocytopenia, hemolytic anemia. TTP can be inherited 

or acquired, caused due to ADAMTS13 enzyme malfunctioning. As the condition is medical emergency timely treatment is 
essential and vital plasma exchange and chemotherapy are used to control the activities of the enzymes. The present article 
describes the causes, risk factors, diagnosis and standard treatment for the management of TTP.
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INTRODUCTION  
Thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura is a medical 
emergency and life threatening blood disorder. In TTP the 
blood clot in small blood vessels which limit the ow of blood 
leads to injury, ischemia and necrosis. The clot can form in 
brain, kidneys, heart. Platelets work by clotting mechanism, 
prevent bleeding. In TTP the increase clotting occurs utilizing 
the platelets and decit of platelets lead to timy bruising and 

1bleeding in tissue which are seen as purpura.

TTP incidence is abrupt and persistant, the symptoms last for 
days to years, result as cerebrovascular accident. 

EPIDEMIOLOGY 
Ÿ TTP is adult disorder accur after 40years and in congenital 

form in children. The incidence rate is 1 in 13 million 
people depend on geographical location.

Ÿ The incidence is more common in women than in men at 
2:1 ratio.

Ÿ 90% mortality are observed in patient without treatment. 
Ÿ High risk of TTP is associated with Africans, American 

2descents and pregnancy.

PATHOLOGY
TTP is caused due to deciency of ADAMTS13 enzyme caused 
by gene mutation or acquired by autoantibodies produced by 
spleen. ADAMTS13 is a plasma von willebrand factor 
cleaving protease, which cleaves the VWF ultra large to VWF 
sammler size multimer. When the cleavage is hampered the 
large VWF multimer accumulates on the endothelial surface 
cause platelets to aggregate forming thrombi. These thrombi 
cause the ischemia, leads to necrosis and organ failure. The 
thrombocytopenia results due to platelets consumptions 
during thrombus formation. Anemia is caused due to 
hemolysis and destruction of RBC's, these are morphologically 

3,4disrupted RBC's are called schistocytes.

CLINICAL FINDINGS OF TTP
Ÿ The cause of TTP can be congenital or inherited the 

symptoms starts appearing at birth a ne bruising under 
skin, petechiae small at red spots, red purple yellowish 
brown spots indentied as purpura.

Ÿ The yellowish discoloration of skin, scleara are due to 
break down of RBC appears as jaundice, pallor skin.

Ÿ The patient's complaint of fatigue, tiredness, fever, 
dyspnea, tachycardia.

Ÿ The neurological symptoms include headache, aphasia, 
confusion, paralysis, paraparesis, seizures, irritability, 

5disorientation and coma
Ÿ Oliguria are seen due to TTP involvement in kidneys
Ÿ Nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, feeling sick are common 

identied symptoms.

ETIOLOGY FOR TTP
TTP is inherited and acquired, in both the cases the cause is 
due to fault in the genetic makeup which leads to deciency of 
ADAMTS13 enzyme which function by controlling the blood 
clot mechanism. 

In inherited cause the gene is passed from parent due to 
mutation the enzyme function improperly lead to inherited TTP, 
where as in acquired TTP the enzyme is functioning correctly, 
but due to certain diseases and its progress the antibodies are 
developed in the system that cause ADAMTS13 enzyme 
function improperly leads to acquired TTP.

The risk factors that cause TTP are age, medication, gender, 
race and medical procedure.

Adults are at risk of acquired TTP and newborn are at risk of 
6inherited TTP.

The chemotherapeutic drugs used for cancer treatment can 
cause TTP the drugs are ticlopidine, clopidogrel, 
cyclosporine.

The medical condition such as HIV infection, Lupus, cancer 
can cause acquired TTP. Obesity and pregnancy can also add 

7,8for acquired TTP.

Africans and Americans are at risk of TTP, women are more 
prone to TTP than men.

T h e  m e d i c a l  p r o c e d u r e s  s u c h  a s  b o n e  m a r r o w 
transplantation, stem cell transplant are at risk of developing 
TTP.

DIAGNOSIS OF TTP
Ÿ The family history of TTP is essential as the condition is 

inherited.
Ÿ The medical, mediational, race are vital for the diagnosis 

9of TTP.
Ÿ The blood investigations aim to identify the underlying 

cause of the TTP the test such as ADAMTS13 assay is 
performed to check for enzyme and their activity. The lack 
of ADAMTS13 conrms the TTP. The plasmic score is 
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calculated to nd presentation and prediction of 
ADAMTS13 activity.

Ÿ Bilirubin level test shows high levels of bilirubin as the 
RBC's breakdown increases due to anemia or other 
medical conditions.

Ÿ A routine blood smear is performed for morphology of 
RBC's which shows broken or torn RBC's.

Ÿ Complete blood count and bone marrow examination 
gives complete picture of the blood and its components.

Ÿ To rule out the medical cause of the diseases certain 
specic test are performed such as Coombs's test to 
determine the cause of hemolytic anemia, kidney function 
test and urine routine for creatinine, BUN and for presence 
of RBCs in urine. Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) test 
species the tissue breakdown and blood clot caused due 

10,11to TTP.

TREATMENT OF TTP
TTP is life threating and medical emergency blood disorder 
and rapid effective treatment is essential to save life. Plasma 
treatment is the choice for the TTP, in plasma treatment the 
plasma form health donor is transfused through machine 
which removes the antibodies that damage the ADAMTS13 
enzyme function. Platetet transfusion can also help to better 
the patient condition. This is called plasmapheresis in which 
plasma is transfused. In contrast to this plasma infusion is 
used in treatment of inherited TTP, through intravenous 
infusion health donor plasma is infused which replace the 

12missing faulty ADAMTS13 enzyme.

Corticosteroids such as prednisone which slow the process of 
antibodies forming in acquired TTP. The other drugs used in 
management  o f  TTP  are  r i tux imab,  v inc r i s t ine , 
cyclophosphamide and cyclosporine A when underlying 

14cause is due to cancer.

Surgical management of TTP includes splenectomy. Spleen is 
principle organ that produces antibodies to misfunction 
ADAMTS13 enzyme hence removing of spleen can slow the 

13process of developing TTP.

Guidelines for the treatment of TTP given by International 
society on thrombosis and hemostasis.

1. Initial treatment is done by strong corticosteroids and with 
therapeutic plasma exchange.

2. For patients with rst acute incidence, rituximab, 
corticosteroid and plasma exchange are recommended.

3. For patients with relapsing TTP, plasma exchange, 
corticosteroid and rituximab for initial treatment with 
additional caplacizumab.

4. Patients with TTP and remission with low plasma 
ADAMTS13 activity, rituximab recommended for 
prophylaxis.

5. Expected mother with decreased plasma ADAMTS13 
15activity, plasma infusion products are recommended.

CONCLUSION
TTP demands the right time treatment, early treatment with 
plasma exchange and steroids decreases the mortality, the 
longer the patient is avoided with the treatment greater the 
adverse outcomes. The patient without treatment has 90% 
mortality rate, hence before the adverse outcomes skillful 
treatment should be initiated which demise the occurrence of 
coronary thrombosis, stroke, myocardial infarction and 
sudden death.
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